Dysfunction and death of neurons in human degenerative neurological diseases and in animal models.
The human neurological disorders--amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Parkinson's disease (PD), and Alzheimer's disease (AD)--share certain features: they occur in later stages of adult life; are slowly progressive; and involve specific groups of nerve cells. Different clinical syndromes result from dysfunction and death of these specific groups of neurons. In ALS, patients are weak due to disease of motor neurons in the spinal cord. The clinical features of PD, e.g. slow movements, tremor and rigidity, are attributed, in part, to degeneration of dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra. Impairments of cognition and memory in AD result from disease of neurons in a number of regions, including brainstem, basal forebrain, amygdala, hippocampus, and neocortex. In each of these diseases, affected neurons exhibit abnormalities of the neuronal cytoskeleton: in ALS, neurofilaments accumulate and distend proximal motor axons; in PD, nigral perikarya show Lewy bodies-intracytoplasmic inclusions containing neurofilament antigens; in AD, neurons develop neurofibrillary tangles, Hirano bodies, granulovacuolar degeneration and filament-filled neurites in plaques. Certain features of ALS, PD and AD are recapitulated in animal models, three of which are described in this review. Hereditary canine spinal muscular atrophy (HCSMA), a dominantly inherited motor neuron disease, shows many clinical and pathological features in common with ALS, including weakness, muscle atrophy, neurofilamentous swellings of proximal axons, impaired transport of neurofilament proteins, and degeneration of motor neurons. In primates, intoxication with 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) produces a parkinsonian syndrome due to injury of nigral dopaminergic neurons and associated denervation of the striatum. Finally, aged macaques exhibit memory deficits, and their cerebral cortices show senile plaques and filament-filled neurites derived from a variety of transmitter-specific populations of nerve cells. In human diseases, the causes and mechanisms leading to dysfunction and death of nerve cells are unknown. Investigators have begun using a variety of techniques derived from neurobiology to study animal models in an effort to clarify the mechanisms, evolutions, and consequences of structural-chemical abnormalities occurring in different neuronal systems implicated in human disease. Understanding such processes in these models should provide important new insights into the pathogeneses of similar processes occurring in ALS, PD and AD.